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Prehistoric demography has recently risen to prominence as a potentially
explanatory variable for episodes of cultural change as documented in the
archaeological and ethnographic record. While this has resulted in a veritable
boom in methodological developments seeking to address temporal changes
in the relative size of prehistoric populations, little work has focused on the
manner in which population dynamics manifests across a spatial dimension.
Most recently, the so-called Cologne Protocol has led the way in this endeavour. However, strict requirements of raw-material exchange data as
analytical inputs have prevented further applications of the protocol to
regions outside of continental Europe. We apply an adjusted approach of
the protocol that makes it transferable to cases in other parts of the world,
while demonstrating its use by providing comparative benchmarks
of previous research on the Late Glacial Final Palaeolithic of southern
Scandinavia, and novel insights from the early Holocene pioneer colonization
of coastal Norway. We demonstrate again that population size and densities
remained fairly low throughout the Late Glacial, and well into the early
Holocene. We suggest that such low population densities have played a significant role in shaping what may have been episodes of cultural loss, as well as
potentially longer periods of only relatively minor degrees of cultural change.
This article is part of the theme issue ‘Cross-disciplinary approaches to
prehistoric demography’.

1. Introduction

Electronic supplementary material is available
online at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.
c.5182377.

Numerous instances in the archaeological and ethnographic record point to the
slow development [1], sudden introduction [2,3] or sudden disappearance [4,5],
of specific cultural traits. How can we best explain these patterns? Part of the
answer may lie in palaeodemography [6], and while its connection to societal
or organismic change is not novel per se [7–9], it is within the field of cultural
evolution [10] that these ideas have gained most traction. Cultural evolutionary
theory views technological or cultural change as underwritten by an inheritance
system akin to, while simultaneously different from, genetic inheritance [11],
whereby information, perhaps the kind alluding to the creation or maintenance
of a specific technological tool, is passed on between individuals over generations [12]. However, the social contexts where said transmission occurs will
always vary in its ability to maintain the fidelity of the information that is
being transmitted [13] resulting in transmission errors [14], which, in turn,
gives rise to novel cultural traits [15].
© 2020 The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted use, provided the original
author and source are credited.
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Demography has long been considered an important
factor in discussions of technological change and social complexity in Scandinavian prehistory [34–36]. However, it is
only within the last decades that researchers have highlighted
the end of the Late Glacial and early post-glacial [37–41] as a
series of colonization attempts, where both cultural and climatic factors triggered severe and repeated episodes of
demographic collapse [42,43] with concomitant cultural and
technological loss [5,44]. For instance, following Morin [45],
Riede [37] summarized diversity estimates of mammalian
prey species in southern Scandinavia during the Late Glacial
Final Palaeolithic, treating ethnographic estimates on population density as a dependent variable of the former. With a
strong correlation in the dataset, estimates were very low
indeed (0.2–0.3 persons/100 km2) and aligned well with
others obtained for the Late Glacial Final Palaeolithic [46,47].
Ethnographic accounts on population densities are not without problems, however, as the specific historical circumstances
during their recording might have produced erroneous estimates ([45, p. 53]; [48]). Moreover, taphonomic processes [49]
often prevent even the most basic inference on prehistoric
subsistence practice, making it difficult to consistently model
palaeodemographic estimates across different regions and
time periods. Estimates from palaeogenetics are no different.
While later colonization pulses into Scandinavia (9500–6000
cal BP) appear to demonstrate a fairly high effective population
size [41], the lack of any type of human remains associated with
earlier colonization attempts makes it difficult to assess whether
such estimates can be uncritically extrapolated back in time [50].
Palaeodemographic estimates not only need to be explicit
about the connectedness or density of a population—important if they are to be applied in studies of cultural change, but
they also need to be comparable across space and time.
Numerous ways of inferring the absolute size and densities
of past populations have been put forward previously
[40,51], but in recent years, the Cologne Protocol (hereafter
CP) has seen a particularly wide application [47,52–54]. The
CP derives the absolute size and densities of a given prehistoric time period by a mathematical up-scaling approach,
using a combination of ethnographic reference data [55],
geostatistical estimates on landscape areas of intense occupation (called ‘core areas’) as well as polygons representing
spatially explicit reconstructions on raw-material sourcing
(called ‘extended areas’, [53,56]). By dividing the km2 extent
of extended areas with that of core areas, the CP obtains an
estimate for the number of Binford’s GROUP2 social units
[55] within each core area, and should, therefore, reference
groups that practice an all-year-round exploitation of any
given region ([56]; electronic supplementary material).
However, detailed reconstructions of raw-material sourcing is, if not impossible, very difficult to obtain in many
other regions [47,48,57], and transferring estimates to regions
where such data are missing has been advised against [53].
Furthermore, the archaeological record of Late Glacial Final
Palaeolithic and early post-glacial Scandinavia points to
highly ephemeral occupations [44,50], making it unreasonable
to reconstruct highly aggregated family units as in some parts
of continental Europe. Thus, in this article, we apply a purely
modelling-based adjustment of the CP [58] that provides considerably more leeway with regard to the above-mentioned
short-comings of the original CP approach. We demonstrate
its use by reporting comparative benchmarks and revised
population estimates for the Late Glacial Final Palaeolithic
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Different inheritance pathways are not the only distinct
features separating cultural from genetic transmission, however. Indeed, perhaps the most striking difference can be
found in the elaboration by Strimling et al. [16, p.13 870] who
suggests that while ‘genetic information is acquired only
once, cultural information can be both abandoned and reacquired during an individual’s lifetime’. This long-term
process of acquiring and reacquiring culture, through various
forms of social learning [17,18], has also led to the proposition
that humans have a unique capacity to maintain cumulative
culture [19] whereby a previous pool of knowledge in any
given population may allow cultural traits to be adjusted,
and perhaps even improved, incrementally rather than being
invented or re-invented single-handedly. The reason demography has risen to prominence as a potentially explanatory
variable for this phenomenon—apart from that it parallels
the crucial link to biological change as reflected in gene frequencies [20]—is because while cumulative culture is more
easily maintained in larger populations, owing to its potential
for minimizing loss of knowledge in the event stochastic
change [1], the opposite is expected for smaller and less
connected populations [4].
The dynamic changes in a population’s size and density
are ultimately the summary outcome of decisions related
to its life history that are cued, and in part determined, by
climate and the environment [3,21,22]. In fact, the mere variability and amplitude of different ecological contexts in
general, and their tendency to increase subsistence failure
in particular, has generated a counter-proposal against the
role of demography and its causal role in episodes of cultural
change. Namely that hunter–gatherers have proclivity for
technological experimentation in order to avoid returning to
camp empty-handed [23]. Numerous tests that claim support
for this hypothesis have followed [24–27]. However, incorporating ethnographic reference data has been suggested to
invalidate these tests, partly because densities as recorded
in the ethnographic record might be misleading [28, p. 140]
but also because they might not accurately represent what
Henrich [4] and Henrich et al. [29] refer to as the effective
population size, or the knowledge-sharing portion of a
population.
For instance, among the examples providing support
for the role of demography and technological complexity,
Powell et al. [2] demonstrated how symbolic and technological features, considered hall-marks of modern human
behaviour, occurred together with increased population densities and migration rates as early as 45 000 years ago. In this
example, the effective population size was emulated using
genetic estimates on population size and areal estimates in
km2 of Europe during the Pleistocene [2, p. 1301]. Similarly,
Kline & Boyd [30] also reported a positive relationship in
their study, where modern maritime communities in Oceania
considered to be highly connected across space, had more
tools than those considered less connected. However, framing
the debate as two competing hypotheses runs the risk of
establishing a dichotomy between demography and environment, whereas they might be linked by a form feedback [31].
For instance, while numerous and more sophisticated tool
kits could lead to greater subsistence yields and concomitant
population growth, the technological improvement in itself
could potentially lead to environmental overexploitation
[32], potentially creating or aggrevating long-term negative
effects [33].

We use georeferenced site locations from previously published
material [47,60,61], where Late Glacial Final Palaeolithic sites (n =
197)—primarily on a typological basis—date to Greenland Interstadials 1d-b (ca 14 000–13 000 cal. BP), whereas early Holocene sites
(n = 767) are dated by a combination of either 14C, shoreline chronology and lithics typology to ca 11 500–10 000 cal. BP. We replicate
the geostatistical component of interpolating and delineating ‘core
areas’ using R-studio v. 3.1.4. [62] using the script provided by
Schmidt et al. [56]. Supporting data can be found in our electronic
supplementary material [63]. Core areas are delineated by plotting
successive isolines on a continuous raster surface of interpolated
settlement densities, using Euclidean distance measures of the socalled Largest Empty Circles [64]. Each isoline is converted into
area-specific polygons, and the isoline deemed representative for
core areas—also known as the ‘optimally describing isoline’
(ODI)—is identified by a maximum increase of space per equidistance of site densities. We also select a second peak in areal
growth [58], but, instead of referring to them as ‘extended areas’,
we adopt the term ‘home range’ coined by Burt [65, p. 351] as
‘that area traversed by the individual in its normal activities of
food gathering, mating and caring for young’.
To model the number of social units, we assume groups to take
part in a fission-and-fusion cycle [66,67]. Groups that map onto this
kind of dynamic are best referenced by Binford’s GROUP1 social
units that disperse during parts of their settlement cycle [55]. To
derive the number of groups, we divide the median km2 of home
ranges with the km2 of the core areas (see table 1 for a summary).
Population ranges are obtained by multiplying the number of
groups with the maximum, 75th percentile, median, 25th percentile
and the minimum estimates of group size from 16, primarily terrestrially oriented, ethnographic reference groups [46,47] that we hold
constant across both case studies. While no osteological remains
from early Holocene Norway can corroborate a fully marine economy, ample technological evidence suggest degrees of cultural
inertia from the Late Glacial Final Palaeolithic to the early Holocene
[68,69]. A marine economy is not evident until the late Preboreal
[70], but to control for possible taphonomic distortion during its earlier stage, we provide comparative estimates using nine marine
oriented reference groups in our electronic supplementary material,
figure S7. Both sets of reference groups are calculated using both
GROUP2 and GROUP1 social units for comparison (electronic supplementary material, figure S8).

3. Results
Our palaeodemographic estimates, summarized in table 2, are
based on an ODI for core areas and home ranges at a 13.5 and
20 km equidistance for the Late Glacial Final Palaeolithic of
southern Scandinavia, and 8.5 and 12.5 km equidistance for
early Holocene Norway. In southern Scandinavia, a median
population size of 432 people is bracketed by 201 (minimum)
and 662 (maximum). Core area population densities are low
(0.02–0.05 people/km2), but slightly higher across home
ranges (0.09–0.28 people/km2). Lowest are metapopulation
densities, hovering just above zero (0.002–0.006 people/km2).
For early Holocene of Norway, a total median population size

protocol outputs

abbreviations

mode of calculation

core area in km2

Aca

ordinary kriging and ﬁrst
peak ODI

median home range
in km2

Mhr

ordinary kriging and
second peak ODI

number of groups

Ng

Ahr/Aca

group size

Gs

max, 75th percentile,
median, 25th percentile,

number of people

Np

and min
max, 75th percentile,
median, 25th percentile,
and min * Ng

density within core

Dca

Np/Aca

areas
density within home

Dhr

Np/Ahr

ranges
metapopulation

Dmp

Np/Atac

Atac

polygons of modern
national borders

density
total area of
calculation in km2

of 1159 people are followed by 541 (minimum) and 1777 (maximum). Both population densities within core areas (0.03–0.10
people/km2) and home ranges (0.10–0.32 people/km2) are
somewhat higher. However, much like in southern Scandinavia, these territories are floating in much wider landscapes of
significantly lower metapopulation densities (0.004–
0.012 people/km2). A significant difference in the number of
sites analysed in the two datasets, as well as the size of their
demographic estimates is notable, and while it remains to be
assessed if the former is a result of taphonomic distortion
[71,72], the latter might very well be expected owing to
improved climatic conditions of the Holocene [59, p. 556].
There is also a possibility that we selected too small of an
ODI for early Holocene core areas, thus allowing differences to
have become too pronounced. However, besides representing
the maximum increase of space as indicated by our geostatistical
analysis, an 8.5 km ODI for core areas is in fairly good agreement
with foraging radii documented among coastal communities on
the Northwest coast of America [73]. Moreover, most sites from
early Holocene Norway point to a consistent pattern of being in
close proximity to areas of high marine productivity and high
degrees of mammalian diversity [74]. Thus, reduced foraging
radii and larger populations, as a result of higher foraging
returns per unit of time travelled may have been possible ([56];
electronic supplementary material).

4. Discussion
(a) The Late Glacial: growth, stasis or thinning out
While some have suggested the Late Glacial to have been a
period of population growth [51], others have suggested
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2. Material and methods

Table 1. Summary of demographic parameters obtained, and the formulas
or mode for calculating them.
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(14 000–13 000 cal. BP) of southern Scandinavia, as well as
novel demographic insights for the early Mesolithic (11 500–
10 000 cal. BP) of Holocene coastal Norway. Together, they
form two very important case studies, seeing as both represent
the northward migrations into environs previously uninhabited by humans at a time when dramatic and substantial
climatic changes occured [59].

region

DK
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total

S Scand

region

SE Nor

N Nor

C Nor

SW Nor

Region

total

Norway

2369

2369

2369

Ahr

990

246

2128

2128

Ahr

5492

Tca

12 244

1178

13 422

Tca

2261

5721

5153

4261

Tca

17 396

Ng

16

13

29

Ng

7

20

14

36

Ng

77

R

Gs

max

23

Q3
median

Dca

Dhr

368

0.03

0.16

0.003

18
15

286
240

0.02
0.02

0.12
0.10

0.002
0.002

Q1
min

13
7

208
112

0.02
0.01

0.09
0.05

0.002
0.001

max
Q3

23
18

299
232

0.25
0.19

0.12
0.10

0.002
0.002

median

15

195

0.16

0.08

Q1
min

13
7

169
91

0.14
0.08

0.07
0.04

0.001
0.001

max
Q3

23
18

667
518

0.05
0.04

0.28
0.22

0.006
0.004

median

15

435

0.03

0.18

Q1
min

13
7

377
203

0.03
0.02

0.16
0.09

R

Gs

Dca

Dhr

max

23

153

0.07

0.15

Q3
median

19
15

126
100

0.06
0.04

0.13
0.10

Q1

13

87

0.04

0.09

0.001

Min
max

7
23

47
459

0.02
0.08

0.05
1.87

0.000
0.003

Q3
median

19
15

379
299

0.07
0.05

1.54
1.22

0.003
0.002

Q1
min

13
7

259
140

0.05
0.02

1.05
0.57

0.002
0.001

max

23

331

0.06

0.16

0.002

Q3
median

19
15

274
216

0.05
0.04

0.13
0.10

0.002
0.001

Q1
min

13
7

187
101

0.04
0.02

0.09
0.05

0.001
0.001

max

23

834

0.20

0.39

0.006

Q3
median

19
15

689
544

0.16
0.13

0.32
0.26

0.005
0.004

Q1
min

13
7

471
254

0.11
0.06

0.22
0.12

R

Gs

Np

Dca

Dhr

max

23

1777

0.10

0.32

0.012

Q3

19

1468

0.08

0.27

0.010

median
Q1

15
13

1159
1004

0.07
0.06

0.21
0.18

7

541

0.03

0.10

min

Np

Np

Atac

54 496

54 496

54 496

Dmp

0.002

0.004
0.003
0.002

Atac

Dmp
0.001

146 624

146 624

146 624

146 624

0.001
0.001

0.003
0.002
Atac

146 624

Dmp

0.008
0.007
0.004
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Table 2. Main results for southern Scandinavia and Norway (italics). (Mhr (median home range in km2), Tca (total km2 of core areas per region), Ng (number
of GROUP1 social units), R (range), Gs (size of GROUP1 social units), Np (total number of people), Dca (population density within core areas), Dhr (population
density within home ranges), Atac (km2 of total area of calculation), Dmp (metapopulation density). DK (Denmark), S Swe (southernmost Sweden), S Scand
(southern Scandinavia), SE, N, C and SW Nor (southeastern, northern, central and southwestern Norway).)

(b) Early Holocene Norway
Unambiguous traces of human occupation along coastal
Norway do not appear until after the onset of the early
Holocene [104,105] and especially after the receding fennoscandian ice-sheets facilitated safe passage across the Oslo fjord [106]
from the Swedish west coast, where numerous and slightly
older coastal locations are known [107–109]. Relative estimates
from summed probability distributions of 14C-dates from northern Norway [110], as well as multiproxy reconstructions for
southeastern Norway [111], provide the only comparative baseline for our estimates. However, as relative estimates cannot be
translated into absolute number of people, our interpretations
and comparisons will only be in the most tentative form. Somewhat counterintuitively, the region around the Oslo fjord
(figure 1, bottom panel)—the region closest to the presumed
source population in Sweden—would have been home to the
smallest population for our entire study area (47–153 people),
followed by the second largest population (140–459 people) in
northern Norway. At its maximum population size, populations in southeastern Norway end up just above a so-called
viability threshold [112], whereas conditions would have been
more stable in the northern parts.
Lack of 14C-dates from southeastern Norway could potentially lend support to our estimates; however, Solheim &
Persson [111] caution that a complete absence of 14C-dates
might result from either taphonomic distortion, cultural practices that left little or no carbonized remains, or survey
intensity, seeing as 10% of their sample represent sites dated
to the early Mesolithic by other means. We have not compared
our sample to that of Solheim & Persson [111], and thus, it is
not clear if our demographic estimates from this region are
simply skewed towards low population figures as a result of
sample size. However, Jørgensen [110], with reference to pit
dwellings excavated in northern Norway [113], suggest that
early Mesolithic activity might be under-represented. Nonetheless, the demographic activity, although comparatively
low to later time periods, appears to have endured only
minor fluctuations in northern Norway. Perhaps such stability,
combined with the beneficial effects that mixing ocean currents would have on local climatic conditions [110], helped
increase the minimum–maximum range in population size
as suggested in our estimates.
Potential episodes of stability might have been a common
feature in this period. For instance, in central Norway,
and apart from representing the third largest population
(101–331 people), accumulation of sites appear stable over
time [114]. More importantly, and in contrast with our earlier
Late Glacial case study where extreme events might have
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stochasticity, inbreeding, and behavioural failures’ [101,
p. 51] lead to population extinctions. Apart from the biosocial collapse that this would entail, repeated and severe collapses are also suggested to result in significant negative
consequences for a population’s ability to maintain any
degree of cumulative culture [102]. Therefore, we consider
such low levels in both population size and density as important components that helped structure an archaeological
record that currently testifies to a highly limited duration of
the respective technocomplexes associated with this region
and time period (ca 14 000 to 13 000 cal. BP), as indicated
by the relatively sparse radiocarbon record and only minor
changes in the material culture [42,103].

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb

it to have been a period of relative population stability [75].
Continental-scale stability does not, however, preclude
regional fluctuation. Kretschmer [46], for instance, calculated
population levels and densities for the Late Pleistocene
Hamburgian culture of Northern Europe that would have
been at or below demographic viability, perhaps owing to a
mobility-demanding subsistence strategy of reindeer hunting
on an all-year-round basis [76, p. 133]. While these initial colonization attempts ultimately appear to have been
demographically futile [42], our estimates demonstrate that
the later migration pulse reflects a slight population growth.
However, despite climatic improvements [44, p. 84] and the
availability of markedly more diverse prey species in southern
Scandinavia [37, p. 314], population estimates are still comparatively low, lending further support to previous
modelling efforts [37], as well as reconstructions based on
domestic group size derived from onsite data [77, p. 323]
Owing to the spatial explicitness of the CP, we can also
address demographic estimates on a more local scale. For
instance, although southernmost Sweden (Scania) potentially
constituted a range contraction for Late Glacial populations
(89–293 people), seeing as mainland Denmark holds the largest regional population size (112–369 people), the core area
around lake Finja in northern Scania (figure 1, upper panel)
constituted the largest median core area population size
(154 people), even if only two out of four site locations in
this area represent excavated sites. However, topographical
conditions at the lake may have allowed for potential mass
drives where flocks of reindeer could have been hunted in
large numbers [92]. This would meet the expectation that,
once resources become more predictable, they may potentially reduce the areal requirement of a group’s territory,
supporting in turn a larger population ([56]; electronic supplementary material).
Sparse numbers of excavated sites remain a common problem for the Late Glacial Final Palaeolithic. A majority of
excavated sites are concentrated in southeastern Denmark,
where both core areas and home ranges are largest and
with the smallest populations (figure 1). Based on analyses
of soil composition, Mortensen et al. [93, p. 203] conclude
that a landscape of mostly birch woods would have allowed
for diverse resource exploitation in the region. Interestingly,
our geostatistical estimates appear to contradict this view.
With such low population densities across core areas
(0.02–0.05) and home ranges (0.09–0.28), the only option
available to maintain any degree of viable bio-social reproduction would have been to increasingly rely on residential
mobility strategies [94]. Accordingly, we would instead
expect repeated and perhaps long-distance relocations of residential camps to have been a common strategy contributing,
in turn, to the low population figures estimated for this region.
It is of course difficult to say at what exact population
levels such mobility strategies would have been
implemented. For instance, in a model of forager viability
by White [95, p. 17] ‘as few as 75 persons would have a
good chance of long term survival’, although Boone [96]
also points at inherent instabilities of forager populations
even in the absence of environmental forcing factors. Population crashes and local extinctions of forager populations
are known both from ethnographic and ethno-historic
records (see [97–100]), and once an already small population
starts to decline in size, it could fall victim to a so-called
extinction vortex where ‘processes such as environmental
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Figure 1. Distribution maps of site locations, core areas and home ranges, from southern Scandinavia during the Late Glacial Final Palaeolithic (top panel) and
southeastern (a), central (b), southwestern (c) and northern Norway (d ) during the early Holocene (bottom panel). Palaeogeographic maps were compiled by ZBSA
after [78–91]. See the electronic supplementary material for a full literature list. Projection: UTM32N; EPSG: 25832.

had negative downstream effects on the cultural repertoire
[5], there appears to have been no notable and negative
effect on the technological composition for populations
living in central Norway as a result of the Preboreal climatic
event (9300–9200 BC), which seems to have lowered air and
sea temperatures, re-expanded glaciers, thinned out of vegetational communities as well as prolonged seasonal ice-cover of
nearby water bodies [74].
Although the following elaboration would require further
testing, perhaps a flexible settlement strategy [60] could have
helped to stimulate higher degrees of intergroup contact
across home ranges, which for all coastal regions are among
the densest in our model (0.10–0.32 people/km2) as opposed
to potentially lower rates of intragroup contact within core
areas (0.03–0.10 people/km2).

A predominantly coastal-oriented colonization of Norway
finds support in our estimates so far, even if southwestern
Norway provides a slight contrast. Most core areas are located
at the outer archipelago (figure 1, bottom panel), occasionally
along narrow straits where tidal currents generate conditions
for high marine productivity [115]. However, two core areas
are situated in the alpine areas to the southeast (figure 1,
bottom panel). Located at less than or equal to 760 m above
sea level, Bang-Andersen [116, p.112] interprets most sites in
this region as seasonal camps, perhaps for specialized reindeer
hunting. Nonetheless, southwestern Norway provide neither
previous, nor chronologically overlapping, estimates for the
early Mesolithic, thus we can assign little credibility to figures
suggesting it to have held the largest population across the
entire Norwegian coast (254–834 people). Future work is
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The causal role of demography in the cultural evolutionary
process is debated intensely [121]. Various archaeological
proxies can shed light on past demography, but such estimates
must address both density and connectedness in order to be
compatible with the foundational model of Henrich [4]. The
CP has seen particularly wide application recently in providing such estimates, but requires, in its original formulation,
raw material sourcing information across the entire study
area in question. Such data are sparse, however, in many
parts of the world, setting a barrier for further applications
of the protocol. We have picked up on previous improvements
to the protocol [58], yet our methodological contribution is
modest at best. Using two important case studies of Scandinavian prehistory, we demonstrate the utility of the modified
protocol outlined here by providing comparative benchmarks
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